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1. INTRODUCTION
We deal with a class of delay differential equations having the character-
istic property that the most recent past history does not affect the evolution
(namely they have an amnesia (see [4])) and whose nonlinearities have a
sign-guiding factor at the most recent time.
Consider the delay differential equation with amnesia
Pxt C f t; xt;;r D 0; t  0; e
where 0    r and xt;;rs xD xt C s; s 2 −r;−. In this paper our
main purpose is to provide sufficient and/or necessary conditions for the
zero solution of Eq. (e) to be stable. Moreover we show that an exponential
relation of the form
xty t0;   Ke−3tyx
is satisfied for all t, where tyx is the supremum of the cardinal numbers
of all sequences un of zeros of the solution x belonging to an interval
of the form S; t and satisfying unC1 − un  r C ; for all n. Thus one
can give conditions for the zero solution to attract all oscillatory solutions.
The point is to assume that the function f t;  has the sign of the factor
− and it is sublinear with respect to the argument : We also examine
the convergence of the nonoscillatory solutions and we provide necessary
and/or sufficient conditions for it.
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Consider the delay differential equation
Pxt C xt − r D 0; t  0: 1:1
It is certainly well known (see, e.g., Driver [2]) that if
0 < r <

2
; 1:2
then every solution tends to zero as t ! C1: The same result holds for
the nonautonomous equation
Pxt C ptxt − r D 0; t  0 1:3
(see [6]) under the conditions where
pt > 0; t  0 1:4
Z C1
ptdt D C1; 1:5
lim
t!C1
Z tCr
t
psds Dx L 1:6
exists and it satisfies the inequality
L <

2
: 1:7
If in (1.6) the limit is replaced by the limit superior, then (1.7) has to
be L < 1. It was shown in [6] that (1.5) is a sufficient condition for all
nonoscillatory solutions to converge to zero as the time tends to C1:
On the other hand in some cases the number 2 in condition (1.7) must
be substituted by the number 32 . The role of this simple rational number
in the problem of the asymptotic stability for delay differential equations is
known at least from the early work of Myskis in 1951. Indeed, Myskis [8]
proved that if the continuous function f t;  is linear in  from the space
C xD C−r; 0;R of all real valued continuous functions defined on the
interval [-r,0] and if for some  > 0 it holds
f t;   ; t  0; 1:8
where  xD sups x −r  s  0. Then every solution of the equation
Pxt C f t; xt D 0; t  0 1:9
tends to zero as t !C1, provided that
0 < r <
3
2
: 1:10
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Motivated by a research problem of Bellman [1], Yorke [10] suggested
the condition
M  f t;   −M−; t  0; 1:11
where  > 0 and M xD sup0; sups x −r  s  0: Yorke proved
that if the condition (1.11) is satisfied locally at least near the origin (i.e.,
for small ), then (1.10) plus a convergence condition implies uniform
asymptotic stability, see also Hale and Lunel [3, pp. 157–164]. An extension
of this result was given by Yoneyama [9], where the constant  in (1.11) is
replaced by a continuous function t; t  0 and (1.10) is substituted by
the pair of inequalities
sup
t0
Z tCr
t
sds < 3
2
1:12
inf
t0
Z tCr
t
sds > 0: 1:13
The upper bound 32 in (1.12) has been previously shown to be the best pos-
sible for equations of the form (1.3). In fact, it was shown by Myskis [8] and
Lillo [7] that if r D 32 , then there are equations that have periodic solu-
tions. For other types of delay differential equations the previous argument
does not hold. Here is an example:
Example 1.1. Consider the linear delay differential equation
Pxt CAxt C Bxt − r D 0; 1:14
where A > 0; B real and such that
B  A; 1:15
for some  2 0; 1; then condition (1.11) is satisfied for  xD AC B: So
(1.12) becomes
rAC B < 3
2
:
On the other hand, according to Krasovski [5] (see, also, [3]), because of
(1.15), the zero solution of Eq. (1.14) is asymptoticaly stable with no further
restriction on the number AC B.
In this paper we prove an exponential inequality which involves the initial
function, the solution, and the cardinality of the zeros of the solution. Such
a relation has a lot of consequences. For instance, by using this inequality
we can see that, under rather mild conditions, we have stability of the zero
solution. Also we show that (1.12) is a sufficient condition for all oscillatory
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solutions of the equation to converge to zero as the time tends to C1: And
this is done when the function f t;  has the sign of the factor −.
Namely we could say that the function f t;  has a guiding function at the
time − (compare with [3, p. 165]). We emphasize the fact that condition
(1.13) is not assumed (though in [9] it was essential). This happens because
of the presence of the amnesia, i.e.,  > 0. As one can see, this particular
property is the basis for proving the results given in Theorems 3.1 (and
Theorem 3.2, when the function f satisfies the sublinearity condition (1.8)
locally). We shall also examine the case  D 0, just to emphasize the fact
that the presence of the amnesia plays a significant role in stability. Indeed
in this latter case our method leads to convergence by using, again, the
condition (1.12) alone, but now the number 32 is reduced a lot to become
2
3 
p
13 − 2.
The convergence of the nonoscillatory solutions is discussed separately.
Indeed, in Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.1 we provide necessary and suffi-
cient conditions (including (1.5)) for any nonoscillatory solution to converge
(monotonically) to zero. We close this work by presenting an example of
a (nontrivial) delay differential equation with amnesia  D 1, of the form
(1.3) which does not have oscillatory solutions. Moreover any solution for
t  1 (if it is not identically zero,) is monotone, hence, it has a constant
sign and it tends to a nonzero point (depending on the initial function) as
the time tends to C1:
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES
Denote by R the real line and by RC the semi-infinite closed interval
0;C1. Let 0    r be fixed and let C;r denote the linear metric space
of all continuous functions  x −r;− ! R endowed with the supnorm:
  ;r : In particular for the special case C0;r and   0;r we shall write
simply C and   , respectively.
Now consider a function f satisfying the following two basic conditions:
(C1) f x RC  C;r ! R is continuous.
(C2) There is a continuous function q x RC ! RC such that
f t;   qt;r;
for all  2 C;r and t  0. Notice that in the sequel when for a function
 2 C we write ;r we mean the sup-norm of the restriction of  on
the interval −r;−:
As the general Eq. (1.9) is concerned, first of all we observe the following:
Lemma 2.1. If the function f satisfies the conditions (C1) and (C2), then
any solution of (1.9) can be extended up to C1:
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Proof. Let x D xy t0;  be a solution of Eq. (1.9) with maximal ex-
istence domain t0 − r; T . We will show that T D C1 and, although the
proof might be obtained elsewhere, we present it here just for complete-
ness.
Assume that T < C1 and consider the case where the solution x is
bounded by a real number M > 0. Then there is a sequence tn such that
tn! T − 0 and  Pxtn ! C1. But this fact is impossible, since
 Pxtn D f tn; xtn  qtnM ! qT M < C1:
Therefore the solution x is not bounded and so there is a sequence sn !
T − 0 such that
xsn D maxxs x t0 − r  s  sn ! C1:
Take some t 2 t0; T  fixed. Then sn > t for all n eventually. From (1.9)
and (C2) (notice that  D 0) we obtain
xsn − xt 
Z sn
t
qsxsnds;
for all n eventually. Dividing both sides by xsn and taking the limit we
obtain
1 
Z T
t
qsds;
where the right side tends to zero as t ! T−. This is a contradiction and
the lemma is proved.
Now consider the case of nontrivial amnesia, namely when  > 0: Ap-
plying a step by step integration of Eq. (e) on the intervals
Ln xD t0 C n; t0 C nC 1;
n D 1; 2; : : :, we conclude the following:
Lemma 2.2. If the function f satisfies the condition (C1), then any solution
of Eq. (e) can be extented up to C1: Moreover, given any  2 C and t0  0,
there is a unique solution xy t0;  with initial value  at t0:
Another useful statement which we have to know is given in the follow-
ing:
Lemma 2.3. Given any  2 C and T > t0 it holds
xty t0;   0k;
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for all t  t0, where
0k xD

1C
Z t0C
t0
qsds

1C
Z t0C2
t0C
qsds

: : :
1C
Z t0CkC1
t0Ck
qsds

; (2.1)
and k is the integer with the property that t 2 Lk:
Proof. The result follows from the step by step integration on the inter-
vals Ln and condition (C1).
3. THE EXPONENTIAL INEQUALITY
To explain the argument in the title when we say that f has a sign-guiding
factor at − , we mean that the following condition is satisfied:
(C3) For each  2 C;r and t  0 it holds
 −f t;    0:
The above condition does not help in applying our method (exhibited
later) when  D 0. Also, one can see that conditions like (1.4) and (1.13)
are not assumed to hold, but just a condition analogous to (1.12) only. For
Eq. (1.9) (namely in case  D 0) the number 32 in (1.12) has to be reduced,
even when (C3) is replaced by the stronger condition:
(C4) It holds
 sf t;   > 0;
for all t  0; s 2 −r; 0 and  2 C such that  s does not vanish for
s 2 −r; 0:
Lemma 3.1. Assume that
(a)  > 0 and let f be a function which satisfies conditions (C1)
and (C3).
If x D xy t0;  is a (eventually nontrivial) solution of Eq. (e) and u1; u2
are two zeros of x such that x is not identically zero in the interval u1; u2;
then there is a certain T 2 u1; u2 such that
xT −  D 0
and x admits its maximum on u1; u2 at T:
(b)  D 0 and let f be a function which satisfies conditions (C1)
and (C4).
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If x D xy t0;  is a (eventually nontrivial) solution of Eq. (1.9) and u1; u2
are two zeros of x such that x is not identically zero in the interval u1; u2;
then there are T 2 u1; u2 and  2 −r; 0 such that
xT −  D 0
and x admits its maximum on u1; u2 at T:
Proof. We shall prove the statement (a), since the other one is quite
similar. Let t be a point in the interval u1; u2 where the function x
takes its maximum. Define the interval I xD ; where
 xD minu x f s; xs;;r D 0; s 2 u; t
and
 xD maxu x f s; xs;;r D 0; s 2 t?; u:
Let us assume that the quantity xt − does not vanish for all t 2 I. Then,
either xt −  > 0 for all t 2 I, or xt −  < 0 for all t 2 I. Consider the
first case and assume first that xt > 0. Hence we have x D xt > 0.
Then there is a sequence vm such that vm < ; vm! , as m!C1 and
moreover Pxvm > 0: From Eq. (e) we obtain
f vm; xvm;;r < 0:
From condition (C3) it follows that xvm −   0 and so, passing to the
limit, we get x − s  0, a contradiction. If xt < 0, then x D
xt < 0 and, by following the same procedure as above with vm > ,
we get a contradiction, too. The case xt −  < 0 for all t 2 I can be
discussed in a similar way and the lemma is proved.
Corollary 3.1. Consider Eq. (e) and assume that the initial function 
does not vanish on the interval −; 0 and let the set of zeros of the solution
x D x; t0;  have empty interior. Then for any pair of zeros u1; u2 of x it
holds u1 − u2 > :
Proof. Assume that there are zeros of x such that 0 < u1 − u2 < :
Then x takes its maximum on u2; u1 at a certain point u 2 u2; u1.
By Lemma 3.1 there is a T 2 u2; u1 such that xT −  D 0: Call u3
the number T −  and observe that 0 < u2 − u3 < : It is now obvious
that, by following this process, we can find two zeros of x in the interval
t0; t0 C : Again, Lemma 3.1 leads to the existence of a zero of x in the
interval t0 − ; t0, which contradicts our assumption on the function :
In the sequel we shall use the polynomials
A; ;  xD

C 1
2


1− C 
2
2
;
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and
B; ;  xD

C 1
8
42 C 92 − 4− 8C 16C 7

;
which are increasing functions of their first variable, provided that the other
two parameters are small enough.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that the conditions (C1) and (C2) are satisfied. Also,
let x be a solution of Eq. (e) such that for some fixed T  r C  it holds
xT −  D 0. Then given any  2 0; 1 and sufficiently small  > 0 with
respect to  we have
xT   APT ; ; XT ; 3:1
where
PT  xD sup
T−tT
Z t
t−r
qsds 3:2
and
XT  xD supxt x T − r −   t  T: 3:3
Proof. It is obvious that if PT  D 0; then xt D 0, for all t  T − 
and so the conclusion holds. Therefore we can (and shall) assume that
PT  > 0.
Let  2 0; 1 be fixed. Consider the following two possibilities:
Case I. Suppose that the number  is such thatZ T
T−
qsds  PT : 3:4
Then from Eq. (e) it follows that
xT  D
xT −  − Z T
T−
f s; xs;;rds


Z T
T−
f s; xs;;rds  XT 
Z T
T−
qsds;
where XT  is defined by (3.3). So, from (3.4), we obtain
xT   PT XT : 3:5
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Case II. Assume that (3.4) is not satisfied. Then a time S exists in the
open interval T − ; T  such thatZ S
T−
qsds D PT : 3:6
Let  > 0 be fixed and sufficiently small with respect to . Also let
S xD w0 < w1 < : : : < w xD T
be points selected in such a way that the following relations hold,Z wjC1
wj
qsds D PT ; 3:7
for all j D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; − 2 andZ T
w−1
qsds  PT : 3:8
Then, because of (3.4) and (3.7), we have
− 1PT C PT  D
Z w−1
S
qsdsC
Z S
T−
qsds 
Z T
T−
qsds  PT 
and therefore
  1− C 

: 3:9
Now observe thatZ T
S
f s; xs;;rds 
Z T
S
qsxs;;r;rds
D
−1X
jD0
Z wjC1
wj
qsxs − vsds; (3.10)
where vs is a point in the interval ; r. Also, clearly, it holds
s − vs  T − ; 3:11
for all s 2 S; T :
Consider an arbitrary point s 2 wj;wjC1. From Eq. (e) we get
xs − vs D
Z s−vs
T−
f u; xu;;rdu
  Z T−
s−vs
quXT du

Z T−
wj−r
quXT du D
Z wj
wj−r
quXT du
−
Z S
T−
quXT du−
Z wj
S
quXT du
 1− − jPT XT : (3.12)
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Hence, again, from Eq. (e) and relations (3.4), (3.10), and (3.12) it follows
that
xT  
Z T
T−
f s; xs;;rds
 PT XT  C PT 2XT V ; ;; (3.13)
where
V ; ; xD
−1X
jD0
1− − j D 1− − 
2
− 1:
Because of (3.5) inequality (3.13) holds in any case. Now the quantity
V ; ;  as a function of the (continuous) variable  > 0 takes its maxi-
mum at the point 1

1− C 2 , which is smaller than 11− C  (keep
in mind (3.9)). Thus we have
V ; ;  1−  1


1− C 
2

− 
2
1


1− C 
2

1


1− − 
2

D 1
2

1− C 
2
2
(3.14)
and therefore inequality (3.13) gives
xT  

C 1
2
PT 

1− C 
2
2
PT XT ; 3:15
and the proof of the lemma is complete.
Now, let x D xy t0;  be a solution of Eq. (e) and let J be a bounded
interval contained in the existence domain of the solution. We shall denote
by MrCx; J the class of all sequences un in the interval J which for all n
satisfy xun D 0 and unC1 − un  r C: It is clear that any such a sequence
is finite. Indeed, it contains at most 1 C lengthJ=r C  points, where
the number in brackets denotes the integer part. (Notice that by Corollary
3.1 we can know when the distance between two zeros of the solution is
greater than  .)
Theorem 3.1. Assume that  > 0 and consider Eq. (e), where the func-
tion f satisfies the conditions (C1), (C2), and (C3). Assume also that the
function
Qt Dx
Z tCr
t
qsds; t  0
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satisfies the inequality
lim sup
t!C1
Qt Dx Q < 3
2
: 3:16
Then for any initial time t0 there exist numbers S0 > t0 C r C  , K > 0, and
3 > 0, such that if x D xy t0;  is a solution of (e) at t0; then it holds
xty t0;   Ke−3tyx; 3:17
for all t > S0 C r C ; where tyx is the supremum of the cardinal numbers
of all sequences un 2MrCx; S0 − r − ; t:
Proof. First of all we notice that because of the fact that  > 0 and
Lemma 2.2, any noncontinuable solution of Eq. (e) is defined up to C1.
Now, for the function A; ;  we observe that the supremum of all
points  > 0 for which there exists a number  > 0 with
A; ; 0 < 1
is  D 32 . For this value of  the equation
A; ; 0 D 1
has the solution  D 13 . Therefore, in view of (3.16) and for  D 13 , we can
find positive numbers  and d such that AQ; 13 ;  < d < 1, where Q is
the number defined by (3.16). Then a point S0 > t0 C r C  exists such that
for all s  S0 − r −  it holds
A

Qs; 1
3
; 

< d < 1:
Consider a solution x D xy t0;  of Eq. (e). In order to show that x
satisfies (3.17) we examine the following two possibilities:
The first one is when the solution x does not vanish on the interval
S0 − r − ; t with fixed t. Then, by Eq. (e), it follows that x is decreasing
on the interval S0; t and therefore
xt  xS0: 3:18
The other possibility is when there are zeros of the solution x in the inter-
val S0 − r − ; t. Then we consider a finite sequence u1 < u2 < : : : < um
(with m > 0) in the class MrCx; S0 − r − ; t: Without loss of general-
ity we can assume that u1 < S0 C r C  , because if this is not so, we have
the first possibility just discussed on the interval S0 − r − ; u1 and then
proceed to the right.
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We distinguish two cases:
Case I. The sequence un can be extented to the right of t in the sense
that there is a zero umC1 of x such that the interval um; umC1 contains t
and moreover the characteristic inequality umC1 − um > r C  holds. Then,
by Lemma 3.1, for each n D 1; 2; : : : ;m there are points Tn 2 un; unC1
such that x admits its maximum at Tn on the interval un; unC1 and more-
over it satisfies xTn −  D 0: By Lemma (3.2) we get
xTn  A

PTn;
1
3
; 

XTn; 3:19
where XTn is defined in (3.3). From (3.19) we get xTn  dXTn and,
since d < 1, it follows that
xTn  dxTn−1;
where n D 1; 2; : : : ;m and T0 is a point such that T0  S0: Applying this
relation for n D 1; 2; : : : ;m we get xTm  dmxT0 and therefore
xt  dmxT0; 3:20
Case II. The sequence un cannot be extented to the right of t and so
the solution does not vanish for all points greater than or equal to t: By the
choice of the finite sequence un it follows that um is the last zero of the
solution x: Since, for s  um C  the function x is decreasing and positive,
it admits its supremum on um;C1 at a point Tm 2 um; um C : As in
Case I, for each n D 1; 2; : : : ;m− 1 we obtain a point Tn 2 un; unC1: We
add to this sequence the point Tm and following the same procedure as
above, we get again relation (3.20).
Now, let k be a positive integer such that S0 2 t0 C k; t0 C kC 1:
Taking into account Lemma 2.3, relations (3.18), (3.20) can be written in the
form (3.17), where K Dx 0k (see (2.1)) and 3 Dx ln d−1. This completes
the proof of the theorem.
Remark 3.1. As one can easily see, the presence of amnesia (i.e.,  > 0)
is significant in the proof of the previous results. Next, we provide a similar
result, where the requirement  > 0 is involved in the conditions. Before
presenting the results and for technical reasons, for any positive numbers
γ and  we denote by Cγ;  the collection of all functions  in C such
that   < γ and  0 < .
Theorem 3.2. Assume that for some γ > 0 the conditions (C1), (C2),
and (C3) are satisfied for all functions  2 Cγ; γ. Assume also that for a
certain  2 0; 1 the function q satisfies either
qt  ; t  0 3:21
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and
2r < 3; 3:22
or Z tC
t
qsds  ; t  0 3:23
and
2

r


< 3; 3:24
where the symbol a represents the upper integer part of the number a, namely
the smaller between all integers which are greater than or equal to a.
Then the result (3.17) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied provided that
 2 Cγ; ; 3:25
where
 xD γ

1−
Z t0C
t0
qsds

:
Proof. The result will follow from the proof of Theorem 3.1 and Corol-
lary (3.2) if we show that given  2 Cγ;  the inclusion
xty t0;  2 Cγ; γ 3:26
and inequality (3.17) hold for all t  t0:
Indeed, let us first prove that (3.26) is satisfied. Clearly, this will be true
if we show that it is satisfied for t 2 t0; t0 C r. Then, by induction on
intervals of length r, it follows that it will hold for all t  t0:
Suppose first that (3.23) holds. Also suppose that for some function  2
Cγ;  and for s0 in the interval t0; t0 C r it happens xs0y t0;  D γ.
Let us assume that xs0y t0;  D γ. There is a sequence Tn such that
Tn < s0, Tn ! s0, xty t0;  < xTny t0; , for all t 2 t0 − r; Tn and n
eventually and furthermore PxTny t0;  > 0. Then, from Eq. (e), it follows
that f Tn; xTn;;r < 0, and, from (C3), xTn −  y t0;   0, which implies
that xs0 −  y t0;   0. Here we distinguish the following two cases:
Case I. Let s0  t0 C  . Then from Eq. (e) we get
γ D xt0  0 C
Z s0
t0
f s; xsds  0 C γ
Z t0C
t0
qsds;
which, obviously, contradicts (3.25).
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Case II. Let s0 >  . Then, because of the fact that xs0 −  y t0;   0
and xs0y t0;  D γ, there is a time w 2 s0−; s0 such that xwy t0;  D
0. Then, again, from the Eq. (e) we get
γ D xs0  xw C
Z s0
w
f s; xsds  γ
Z wC
w
qsds:
Hence we have a contradiction, too, and so (3.26) holds for all t 2 t0; t0 C
r. Let 1 be the restriction of the solution x on the interval t0; t0 C r.
We proceed as above with Case II only, and so the proof follows. The case
xs0y t0;  D −γ can be discussed in the same way.
Notice that all the previous arguments hold also under the condition
(3.21), because this is stronger than (3.23).
If we assume that the conditions (3.21) and (3.22) are satisfied, then
(3.17) follows trivially.
So, assume that the conditions (3.23) and (3.24) are satisfied. If r

is an
integer D, say, we observe that on one hand we have D D D and on the
other hand Z t
t−r
qsds D
Z t−rC
t−r
qsds C
Z t−rC2
t−rC
qsds C : : :
C
Z t
t−
qsds  Dd: (3.27)
If r

is not an integer we call D the integer part of the number 1 C r

,
namely D xD 1C  r

. Then, again, we observe that D D  r

 and moreoverZ t
t−r
qsds D
Z t−rC
t−r
qsds C
Z t−rC2
t−rC
qsds C : : :
C
Z t
t−rC r 
qsds  Dd: (3.28)
Finally, from (3.24), (3.27), and (3.28) we conclude that (3.17) is satisfied
in any case and the proof of the theorem follows.
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we easily get the following results concerning
the stability and the convergence of the oscillatory solutions of Eq. (e)
(whenever such solutions exist; notice that in Example 4.1 an equation is
presented which does not have oscillatory solutions). Meanwhile, we must
make clear that when we say that a solution x is oscillatory we mean that
there is a sequence of zeros of x which tends to C1: It is clear that for
such a solution x it certainly holds
lim
t!C1tyx D C1:
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Corollary 3.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1 (respectively, Theo-
rem 3.2) the zero solution of (e) is stable and any oscillatory solution xy t0; 
tends to zero as the time t tends to C1; for all  2 C (respectively  2
Cγ; ).
Now we are interested in investigating the case  D 0: To be more pre-
cise we will derive a result similar to that of Theorem 3.1, but under very
restrictive conditions. To proceed, we apply the method of proving Theo-
rem 3.1 to the delay differential equation (1.9), under the condition (C4).
(Notice that (C4) plus (1.8) is equivalent to (1.11).) Assume that (C4) holds
for a certain continuous function f x RC C ! R, which also satisfies (C2)
with  D 0.
Let xy t0;  be a solution of Eq. (1.9). In order to follow the procedure
as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have to show a result similar with that
of Lemma 3.2. Indeed we give the following:
Lemma 3.3. Assume that the conditions (C1) and (C2) are satisfied. Also,
let x be a solution of Eq. (1.9) such that for some fixed T  2r and  2 −r; 0
it holds xT −  D 0. Then given any  2 0; 1 and sufficiently small  > 0
with respect to  we have
xT   BPT ; ; XT ; 3:29
where B; ;  is the polynomial defined in the begining of this section,
PT  xD sup
T−tT
Z t
t−r
qsds
and
XT  xD supxt x T − r −   t  T:
Proof. Basically the proof goes as the proof of Lemma 3.2, but with
some changes which we shall explain.
Assume that  2 0; 12  and assume inequality (3.4) with T −  replaced
by T − : Then (3.5) holds. Next assume (3.6) with T −  in the place of
T −  and S being taken from the interval T − ; T : Also define the
finite sequence wj satisfying (3.7) and (3.8). Then (3.10) holds for some
vs 2 0; r.
Here we distinguish two cases. The first case is the relation (3.11) with
T −  in the place of T −  . Then (3.12) is true. The second case is the
relation
T −  < s − vs:
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Then in the place of (3.12) we have
xs − vs D
Z s−vs
T−
f u; xudu
  Z s−vs
T−
quXT du

Z wjC1
T−
quXT du
D
Z w0
T−
quXT duC
Z w1
w0
quXT duC : : :
C
Z wjC1
wj
quXT du
 C j C 1PT XT ;
because of the definition of the finite sequence wj: Let for all j D 0; 1;
2; : : : ; − 1
zj; xD max1− − j; C j C 1:
We denote by c the integer part of the number 121− 2− . Then one
can easily see that, for all j D 0; 1; : : : ; c, it holds
zj; D 1− − j;
while, for j D c C 1; : : : ; − 1,
zj;  1− − jC C j C 1 D 1C :
Hence, from (3.7), (3.8), and (3.10), it follows thatZ T
S
f s; xsds 
−1X
jD0
Z wjC1
wj
qsds

zj;PT XT 
 PT 2XT V ;;
where
V ; xD 1− c C 1 − 
2
cc C 1 C 1C n − c − 1
 c C 1

−− − 
2
c

C 1C 1− C 

Dx W ;
D −
2
c2 −

C 3
2

c − − C 1C 1− C 

:
The right side is a decreasing function of c for c  0. Thus, since c 
1− 2− =2 − 1 D 1− 2− 3=; we get
W ;  1
8
42 C 92 − 4− 8C 16C 7:
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Therefore, from Eq. (1.9), we obtain
xT  
Z T
T−
f s; xsds  BPT ; ; XT ;
where B; ;  is the polynomial mentioned above and the proof is com-
plete.
Now by using inequality (3.29) we can proceed as in the proof of Theo-
rem 3.1 and conclude the following:
Theorem 3.3. Consider the delay differential equation (1.9), where the
function f satisfies (C1), (C2), and (C4) and assume that the function
Qt; t  0 mentioned in Theorem 3.1 satisfies
lim sup
t!C1
Qt Dx Q < 2
3
p13− 2  1:07:
Then for any initial time t0 there exist numbers S0 > t0 C 2r, K > 0, and
3 > 0, such that if x D xy t0;  is a solution of (1.9) at t0; then inequality
(3.17) is satisfied for all t > S0 C 2r; where tyx is the supremum of the
cardinalities cardun of all sequences un 2M2rx; S0 − 2r; t:
By the previous theorem we can easily get the following result:
Corollary 3.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.3 the zero solution
of the delay differential equation (1.9) is stable and any oscillatory solution
xy t0;  tends to zero as the time t tends to C1; for all  2 C
4. CONVERGENCE OF THE NONOSCILLATORY SOLUTIONS
In this section we provide necessary and/or sufficient conditions for the
zero solution of the delay differential Eq. (e) to attract all nonoscillatory
solutions. Our main result is the following:
Theorem 4.1. Consider Eq. (e) where the function f satisfies the condi-
tions (C1) and (C3). Then
(i) If (C2) is satisfied and any nonoscillatory solution tends to zero as
t !C1, then at least one of the conditions
lim sup
t!C1
qt > 0 4:1
Z C1
qtdt D C1 4:2
holds.
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(ii) If f is nondecreasing with respect to its second argument and if for
any nonzero real number c it holdsZ C1
cf t; cds D C1; 4:3
then any nonoscillatory solution tends to zero as the time tends to C1.
Proof. (i) Suppose, to the contrary, that the result is not true. This
means that there is a certain continuous function q which does not satisfy
the conditions (4.1), (4.2), namely such that
lim
t!C1 qt D 0;
Z C1
0
qtdt DxM < C1 4:4
for some M > 0 and moreover the corresponding Eq. (e) admits a so-
lution xt > 0 (the case xt < 0 can be discussed similarly) such that
limt!C1 xt D 0.
Let  2 0; r−1 be fixed. Then for some T  0 we have
0  qt  ; t  T
and from (e)
0 < xt − r − xt D
Z t
t−r
f s; xs;;rds
 xt − r
Z t
t−r
qsds  rxt − r:
Hence
xt
xt − r  1− r; t  T: 4:5
Now, because of the fact that the solution is nonincreasing, from (e) we
obtain Z t
T
qsds D
Z t
T
qsxs − rds
xs − r 
Z t
T
1
xs − rf s; xs;;rds
D −
Z t
T
1
xs − r Pxsds D −
Z t
T
xs
xs − r
Pxs
xsds
D xst
xst − r ln

xT 
xt

;
for some st 2 T; t. Thus, from inequality (4.5), it followsZ t
T
qsds  1− r ln

xT 
xt

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and by the second condition of (4.4),
xt  xT  exp
 −M
1− r

; t  T:
Thus the solution does not converge to zero, a contradiction.
(ii) Let x be a nonoscillatory solution. Then eventually for all t we
have either xt > 0 or xt < 0. We shall discuss the first case only, since
the other case is similar.
Let a number T > r be such that xt > 0 for all t  T . Then, from (C3),
it follows that Pxt  0 for t  T . Therefore the limit limt!C1 xt Dx l > 0
exists. We will show that l D 0. To do this assume that l > 0. Then for any
t  T we have
−xt C xT  D
Z t
T
f s; xs;;rds 
Z t
T
f s; lds
and so Z C1
T
f s; lds  xT  − l < C1;
contradicting (4.3). The proof of the theorem is complete.
Remark 4.1. Assume for a moment that the function f has the form
f t;  D ptt − r;
for some r > 0. Then condition (4.2) is the same with (4.3). In this case the
question which one may ask is whether the condition (4.1) is sufficient for
the convergence to the zero of any nonoscillatory solution. The answer to
this question is the following:
If
lim inf
t!C1 qt > 0;
then, clearly, condition (4.3) is satisfied and so any nonoscillatory solution
tends (monotonically) to zero. On the other hand, if
0 D lim inf
t!C1 qt < lim supt!C1 qt;
then Eq. (e) may have nonoscillatory solutions which do not tend to zero.
An equation with such a property is proposed in the following example:
Example 4.1. For any k D 0; 1; : : : define a continuous real valued non-
negative function ckt; t  0 such that max ck D 1; ckt D 0; for t  2k
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or t  2kC 1 and Z 2kC1
2k
cktdt D
1
kC 22 :
Then the function pt xDP ckt; t  0 has the property
0 D lim inf
t!C1 pt < lim supt!C1 pt D 1:
Now, we formulate the differential equation
Pxt C ptxt − 1 D 0; 4:6
and observe that any solution x of (4.6) with initial function  at 0 is
given by
xtD b

1−
Z 3
2
c2sds

: : :

1−
Z mint;2kC1
2k
cksds

; t 2 2k; 2kC 2
where b xD 0 − R 10 c1ss − 1ds: Consequently, by the choice of the
functions ck; it follows that if b > 0 (b < 0), then the solution x is positive
(respectively, negative) and tends monotonically to b2 .
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